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When defining possession religion or shamanism, it is of heuristic advantage to 
base the definition on two aspects of the shamanic professional: “trance” and “social 
role.” If “trance” is emphasized, the shamanic professional’s multiple consciousness, 
his multiple experience of himself, will be stressed. If his “social role” or function is 
emphasized, the character of possession religion as an open system, a system open 
towards the outside, surfaces under three aspects: the types of spirits, the circuits 
connecting with them, and the professional’s role. New religious movements often 
start off as a form of possession religion. In the course of their establishment, 
however, they opt for a transformation from a form of religion open to the outside 
into a form closed in on its founder as its center. This transformation needs to have 
three aspects to become reality: the deity that revealed itself has to be identified as 
being an absolute other; the self-definition of the founder in his/her relation to the 
deity has to be clarified; and religious behavior has to be formalized so that it lets 
the believers relive the founder’s spiritual experience.
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A brief note about “possession,” one of the article’s key terms, might be useful in 
order to avoid misunderstanding. In Christian terminology the term usually bears a 
negative meaning in the sense that a person is possessed by an evil spirit or the devil. 
The Japanese term hyōi 憑依 that is translated here as “possession” can at times have 
a similar meaning, but in most cases it is a neutral term. It does not necessarily mean 
that the spirit which takes possession of a person and speaks through that person’s 
mouth is an evil spirit. More often than not, it is a divine spirit or the spirit of an 
ancestor or of another dead person. Even in cases in which a spirit appears first as 
an angry and harmful spirit, it can be pacified and become a helping spirit once it 
receives the kind of attention it requests on the part of its human host. (See also note 
1 to the text.)

In order to avoid making the text unnecessarily complicated, the translator 
generally uses only the male gender in all references to shamans, but it should be 
kept in mind that there are female shamans as well.

The translator is grateful to Professor Takezawa for his agreement to have 
the article translated and for his careful check of the translation. He also thanks 
Edmund Skrzypczak for his painstaking checking of the article’s English. 

(Peter Knecht)

1. Positioning the problem

Much work has dealt with shamanism as a religious phenomenon whose core is 
possession1 by spirits or deities. Even if we limit ourselves to easily available works—
academic articles/books by Japanese researchers and Japanese translations of foreign 
publications—their number is such that to compile a complete list of them would be 
a difficult task.2

1. In this text I will use the term possession in a wide sense to include as one of its forms 
the so-called “soul flight” that Eliade takes as the basic form of shamanism. As will 
be seen later, Eliade’s point of view seems no longer valid today. To the degree that 
the term is taken as a local explanatory term it is no mistake to see “soul f light” as 
one of several forms of possession, because examples of it are rare. For instance, Erika 
Bourguignon made a comparison of 488 societies taken from all regions of the world 
and found that 74% of them have the concept of possession, while among the remaining 
26% only a few use “soul flight” as a principle of explanation (Bourguignon 1974: 231-
243).

2. For this reason, and in order to be consistent with the general theme “Research on 
Religion in Japan” of this issue of Journal of Religious Studies, I am going to take up 
only work done by Japanese researchers and, among foreign publications, to consider 
in principle only those where a Japanese translation is available. This means that the 
present study is not “exhaustive.” I appreciate the reader’s understanding.
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Since the history of research on shamanism is relatively short in Japan,3 

much of the research aims in the first place to report concrete examples. The 
intention is to highlight local characteristics of the possession phenomenon and to 
identify shamanic elements in religious behavior that is generally not considered 
to be shamanic. From this kind of research we have been able to gain a deep 
understanding of characteristic forms of shamanic belief in Tohoku (Sakurai 
Tokutarō, Kusunoki Masahiro), in southern Kyushu (Shimono Toshimi), and 
on Okinawa and the Amami Islands (Sakurai Tokutarō, Yamashita Kin’ichi).4 

Furthermore, we have been provided with a rich amount of knowledge concerning 
divine possession (神がかり kami gakari) in kagura 神楽 dance (Ishizuka Takatoshi) 
and hidden nenbutsu (Yonemura Ryūji, Kadoya Mitsuaki), and about elements of 
shamanism in mountain religion and shugendō 修験道 (Miyake Hitoshi, Carmen 
Blacker).5

This rich accumulation of research notwithstanding, there is in actual fact still 
no fundamental agreement on what shamanism is. In cases where spirit possession 
or its institutionalization in shamanism as a religious system is to be discussed, one 
may ask what constitutes the problem that has to be solved in the first place. Sasaki 
Kōkan, who developed the most comprehensive discussion of shamanism in Japan 
and used examples from various regions in Asia, formulates the problem as follows:

Everyone is acutely aware that the most urgent problem is the understanding of 
“shaman” or “shamanism.” That is, there is no consensus on a definition, on a 
clearly defined concept…. Then there is the problem of whether shamanism is a 
characteristic phenomenon of North Asia and northern Eurasia or whether it is 
an essential part of mankind’s universal culture. There is the further question of 
whether ecstasy, or rather possession, is a characteristic of a shaman and whether 
trance is always present or not. There is also the question of the degree to which the 
extent of trance and possession can be recognized. And finally, there is the question 
of worldview, of ritual, and of the social role and function of the shaman.6

Many of the problems pointed out in this paragraph appear even at present to 
be insufficiently elucidated. For that reason, I will first try to define shamanism. 
Then, in order to situate the religious phenomenon called shamanism in the history 
of religion, I will discuss the following three points: 1) the nature of the shaman’s 
mental state that is generally called trance and that of his/her initiation process; 2) 

3. It is well known that the beginning of shamanism research in Japan goes back to 1913, 
the year Yanagida Kunio, under the penname Kawamura Haruki, published Miko kō 
巫女考 (Thoughts on Shamans).

4. Sakurai 1974; 1977. Kusunoki 1984, Shimono 1984, Sakurai 1973, and Yamashita 1977. 
5. Ishizuka 1984, Yonemura 1988, Kadoya 1989, Miyake 1970, Blacker 1975.
6. Sasaki 1984: 3.
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the characteristics of shamanism as a religious system and its distinctiveness from 
other forms of religious systems; 3) the possibility of understanding the establishment 
of new religions as a shift from a shamanistic open religious system to a closed system 
centered on the founder’s experience of divine inspiration or possession.

2. The question of definition

In order to formulate a definition of shaman or shamanism it is reasonable to 
begin with Mircea Eliade’s Le Chamanisme, first published in 1951, because this 
work represents the first attempt to take shamanism not as a religious phenomenon 
of one area, but to try to understand it as a transcultural phenomenon. In this 
respect the study had a great influence on Japanese researchers. Here, Eliade’s basic 
stance to presume an “archetype” [Ur-form] underlying all religious phenomena and, 
with the help of comparison, to aim at a deep understanding of the phenomenon can 
be recognized.

What, then, does Eliade see as the “archetype” of shamanism or of a shaman? 
In order to isolate this question he starts by delimiting the geographical area where 
shamanism occurs as well as the phenomenon as such. He emphasizes that it is a 
kind of religious phenomenon whose core is the shaman’s ascension to the sky, as it 
can be typically observed in North Asia.

“Ecstasy” (trance, the “slipping away of the soul,” the loss of consciousness) is 
assumed to constitute an integral part of the human condition, in the same way as 
anxiety, dreaming, imagination, and the like. Therefore, we do not accept that it is 
always necessary to look for a special culture or for a special historical moment as its 
“origin.” As one experience among others, ecstasy is an ahistorical phenomenon. As 
it is widely coexistent with human nature, it is a fundamental phenomenon. Only 
the religious explanations attributed to ecstasy and to the shamanistic techniques to 
prepare and manage it are historical material. [Emphasis in the original.]7

Why does Eliade give privileged attention to this phenomenon [of a shaman]? 
The reason is that it coincides with a “faith in a celestial Supreme Being” that he 
considers to be “the archaic religious ideology,”8 and because “soul flight” would be 
an explanation that is in more conformity with such a faith than possession.

7. Eliade 1974b: xvi. This text appears in the foreword to the book’s Japanese edition; it 
is, therefore, not to be found in the original version. The section in the original text 
that corresponds with it is found on pages 643-644 of the Japanese edition (English 
edition 1974a: 503-506).

8. Eliade 1974b: 645 (English edition 1974a: 505). How is it that “Recent researches have 
clearly brought out the ‘shamanic’ elements in the religion of the paleolithic hunters”? 
(1974b: 642; English edition 1974a: 503)
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Certainly, the phenomenon of “spirit possession” is an ancient and universal 
phenomenon, yet I am totally unable to discover any reason to come to the 
conclusion in any case that the experience of “spirit possession” precedes an 
experience of ecstasy. On the contrary, [the phenomenon] is easy to understand if 
it is said that the “spirit possession” experience developed out of an experience of 
ecstasy. In other words, while on one hand the shaman’s soul is traveling to the upper 
world or to the lower world, “all kinds of spirits” can invade the shaman’s material 
body. To imagine the inverse process is, however, difficult.9

However, if Eliade, who lives in the modern West, tries to reconstruct the 
‘Ur-form’ of shamanism only through his reasoning, he cannot avoid being criticized 
for intellectualism. Furthermore, as I will discuss later, his thesis that “faith in a 
celestial Supreme Being” is an “archaic religious ideology” has nowadays lost its 
validity.

Furuno Kiyoto is the one who penned the most careful critique of Eliade’s 
interpretation. His criticism touches on three points. 1) In his view Eliade singles 
out Siberian shamanism as being special, but this is only one form of a universal 
phenomenon that can be widely noticed in North and South America, in Oceania, 
and also in Africa. There is no reason whatever why Siberian shamanism should be 
singled out. 2) Eliade conceives of ecstasy (soul flight) and possession as opposites, 
whereby he formulates his view that the former represents the original form. But 
there are cases where ecstasy, trance, and possession are taken to be synonymous 
and are understood as being part of a complex phenomenon. 3) Because Eliade 
becomes too much involved in a cross-cultural comparison of shamanism he 
tends to lose sight of the fact that shamanism is institutionalized in each society 
as a social phenomenon. In particular, he fails to consider the deep reciprocal 
relationship between social relations and the category of “person” that constitutes its 
background.10

In my judgment Furuno’s criticism is correct and well-founded. How, then, does 
Furuno define shaman and shamanism?

Nowadays it should be sufficient to define a shaman as a person who takes his 
magico-religious power directly from spirits or divine entities. The position of a 
shaman as a social being derives its special character from his being the mediator 
between the social community and the supernatural or, more precisely, the spirit 
world. As such a spiritual mediator, the social functions he fulfills in his group 
are varied. If we are to emphasize a shaman’s power to announce what is going to 
happen in the future, he is probably taken to be a prophet; if his role as leader of a 
festival is stressed he comes close to being a priest. If his magic power alone were 

9. Eliade 1974b: xvii.
10. Furuno 1974: 22-23, 85-86, 306-307.
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to be considered, the shaman would be a magician or a sorcerer. And if his medical 
profession were emphasized, he would be a medicine man.11

If the form of religion constituted by having at its core a shaman thus defined is 
to be called shamanism, then we are probably able to get a somewhat clearer image 
of what a shaman or shamanism is.

3. Possession as a phenomenon or as a personal experience

Furuno’s definition stresses a shaman’s social function. But it seems there are 
still some problems that need to be solved. Furuno says only that a shaman has a 
“direct” relation to spirits and divine entities; however, in regard to psychological 
states that are often deemed to be characteristics of shamanism, such as those 
called “trance” or “altered state of consciousness,” he does not say whether they are 
indispensable constitutive elements of shamanism or not. Also, though he correctly 
emphasizes the shaman’s social function and stresses that the shaman can fill 
various social roles, he does not touch on what it is that distinguishes the shaman 
from other religious professionals. His definition is comprehensive, but it fails to 
present a distinctive point of view.

To begin, I choose to address the first of the two points he mentions. Till now, 
the relationship of a shamanic professional to trance and to an altered state of 
consciousness has been a frequently discussed subject. In these cases, two topics 
were the object of discussion. One was the question of whether or not the shaman’s 
consciousness had to be judged as being an abnormal, or pathological, state of mind; 
the other was the question of whether or not a shaman’s genuineness could be 
judged by the presence or absence of trance.

Let us consider the question of the presence or absence of trance first. Regarding 
this question, Hori Ichirō proposed to distinguish a “genuine shaman” from a 
“fictitious shaman.” According to him “spirit mediums” [kuchiyose miko 口寄せ巫女], 
as represented by the itako of Japan’s northern region Tohoku, cannot be taken to be 
genuine shamans. This is because these women become possessed only by spirits of 
the dead or other spirits, and they neither fall into a true state of ecstasy or trance, 
nor have they developed a worldview or a systematic pantheon of deities.12

In his stance of first constructing the “original form” [Ur-form] of a shaman and 
then proceeding from that to judge all related phenomena, the influence of Eliade can 
clearly be recognized. The question, however, is whether the standards to which Hori 
refers are an appropriate ground to decide whether a shaman is genuine or fictitious. 
After all, one has to ask if it is possible for a third person to correctly judge whether a 

11. Furuno 1974: 174.
12. Hori 1971: 174-186.
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shaman is in a true state of trance or not. In regard to this point, the opinion of Sasaki 
Yūji, a psychologist who had numerous clinical contacts with professional shamans, 
could serve as reference. He begins by proposing to recognize trance, a phenomenon 
that can be defined by medical science, as the fundamental element of shamanism.

This kind of extraordinary state of consciousness, in which the activity of the self 
disappears and which is rich in suggestibility, is the origin of shamanic experience 
and is called “trance.” Trance can frequently change into “ecstasy,” yet a distinction 
between the two as types is possible. When trance, in which the activity of the self 
has disappeared, is joined by emotional feelings, this state has to be understood 
as ecstasy. This is to say that, insofar as trance and ecstasy are to be explained as 
technical terms used in psychology, there is absolutely no reason for introducing a 
notion of “spirit” or “soul.”13

So it is not easy, according to Sasaki Yūji, to distinguish in a state of divine 
possession [kami gakari], a situation of genuine trance from one of a conscious 
performance. He advocates therefore, that one is not only to consider the 
phenomenal aspect of a shaman, but also his life history and the history of his 
training, and he proposes to call only that person a professional shaman who had 
a deep experience of trance during the initiation process, who experienced a grave 
change or split of personality (schizophrenia).14

This kind of interpretation should find wide acceptance, because, even in 
the case of a shamanic professional of the “soul flight” type, the person generally 
experiences a grave change or split of personality (schizophrenia). And yet, the state 
of such a change or split of personality has often been closely identified with a state 
of mental disorder and has been taken to reveal a shaman’s “pathological” state.15 

However, if one were to take this immediately as proof that the shaman’s mental 
state is abnormal, one would be committing a serious mistake. It was Eliade who 
had made a most important contribution on this point.

That such maladies nearly always appear in relation to the vocation of medicine men 
is not at all surprising. Like the sick man, the religious man is projected onto a vital 
plane that shows him the fundamental data of human existence, that is, solitude, 
danger, the hostility of the surrounding world. But the primitive magician, the 
medicine man, or the shaman is not only a sick man; he is, above all, a sick man who 
has been cured, who has succeeded in curing himself.16

13. Sasaki Yūji 1981: 136-137.
14. Sasaki Yūji 1984: 470-472.
15. Wada Kan, for example, has recourse to Silverman’s argument and treats a shaman’s 

psychological state as close to schizophrenia. Wada 1969: 133-156. Silverman 1967: 21-31.
16. Eliade 1974b: 28 (English edition 1974a:27). 
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Though it is difficult not to entertain doubts concerning the statement that 
every shaman is a healed “sick man,” if it is taken to mean a state close to a sickness, 
then the definition is highly appropriate. What is important here is to notice 
that a shamanic professional, once he has broken out of his ordinary mental state 
and undergone the grave experience of a socially determined change or a split of 
personality, can become reintegrated into society by the special religious knowledge 
and techniques he has acquired in the process.17 A great amount of research in 
Japan on this initiation process and the process of becoming a shaman has already 
produced rich results (Sakurai Tokutarō, Yamashita Kin’ichi, Sasaki Kōkan, 
Sasaki Yūji, Ōhashi Hideshi, Takiguchi Naoko, and others).18 Ōhashi Hideshi has 
discussed this process from the point of view of social psychology.

The initiation process of a yuta [Okinawan shaman] is a process of her 
resocialization. She had failed to solve and to overcome a crisis situation and so 
has used up a great deal of mental energy because of continued stress caused by her 
mental troubles. This causes her to lose control of her personality and to fall into a 
particular state of psychosomatic disorder. She gives meaning to her psychosomatic 
state in the context of a shamanic belief and value system following suggestions by 
her close relatives or under the guidance of an established yuta. By projecting her 
symptoms on her ancestral descent line or on locations within her local area (such 
as an utaki [a sacred grove in the neighborhood of a settlement], certain places 
of worship, and mountains and rivers), she attempts her cognitive restructuring. 
Once she recovers to a particular healed state she is accepted by the local society 
as a spiritual professional and so wins her self-identity. After that she is visited by 
clients who seek her judgment regarding their own chronic symptoms. She lets them 
reintegrate her [into their community] and so she upholds her psychosomatic state 
and is resocialized with a rank and role that suit her.19

If, on the contrary, one were to emphasize instead the phenomenon of 
personality change and split personality, one might agree with Iwata Keiji’s view.

17. See Eliade 1974b: 16. (English edition 1974a: 14)
18. Sakurai 1973. Yamashita 1977. Sasaki Kōkan 1984. Sasaki Yūji 1981. Ōhashi 1980. 

Takiguchi 1987. Eliade distinguishes different types of the shamanic initiation process: a 
vocation type, a hereditary type, and a quest (or training) type. Eliade 1974b: 15 (English 
edition 1974a: 14) and 1971: 181. However, I am unable to see the usefulness of such 
a classification. Especially because, by relating this kind of typology to the previously 
mentioned primacy of soul flight, there is a series of studies that understand shamanistic 
customs in Japan as being derived from Asian forms of shamanism (Katō 1984, Sakurai 
1984). I do not find much value in this kind of research, since as long as a complete typology 
of forms of shamanism does not exist, such a comparison seems to be meaningless.

19. Ōhashi 1980: 10.
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The kami [deity] that appears in shamanism is a kami in whose case the word has 
to be written in katakana (カミ). A kami as expressed by the Chinese character 神 
is one that is influenced by religious rites according to the will of human beings. 
Such a kami appears at the time of a festival and returns after it is over…. But in 
the case of a katakana kami, it is not known when he will appear. He is beyond the 
grasp of human knowledge. Whether this kind of kami is good or evil is unknown 
to humans. A kami of shamanism should be a katakana kami. Such a kami suddenly 
attacks the shaman’s body and intrudes into it. At that moment the shaman is 
frightened, surprised, his body is made to shake, and at times he may even lose 
consciousness. The shaman is struck by such a kami. This sort of kami cannot be 
grasped by words. In such a case the shaman grasps it by the somatic expression of 
trance.20

It is not possible to say which of the two points of view is valid. Iwata Keiji 
stresses the mental experience of a shaman at a certain moment, while Ōhashi 
Hideshi focuses on the diachronic initiation process starting from this mental 
experience. The bottom line of the argument is that a shamanic professional leaves a 
state of ordinary consciousness and passes through an experience in which he loses 
his social self and in this state experiences a multiple consciousness and a multiple 
self. Because communication is impossible between [the facets of] his multiple 
consciousness, he needs a third person (a saniwa [interpreter/mediator] or a client) 
to interpret his words in that situation. If we are to show this process in a diagram 
it could be like diagram 1. Because shamans have this kind of experience of multiple 
consciousness and of a multiple self, they can acquire a kind of new consciousness 
that surpasses common sense and conventionally accepted ideas and take upon 
themselves a special religious role in society.21

20. Iwata 1984: 416-417. This kami [in katakana] of Iwata is a being Karatani Kōji calls 
‘other,’ i.e., a being identical with a concept for which the members of a community do 
not possess a common name in their language. (Karatani 1989). 

21. See Lambek 1980: 318-331.

Possessing spirit

Possessed
person

Saniwa (Interpreter)
Client

Diagram 1: Diagram of a possession.
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4. Possession as a system

In the preceding section I contemplated possession as a phenomenon and 
focused on the psychological dimension of the shamanic professional. In this section 
I will stress the social aspect and see what sort of special characteristic shamanism 
exhibits as a religious system. 

How is a shaman, in a given society, distinguished from other religious 
professionals? Sasaki Kōkan, taking as reference the argument of Raymond Firth 
and others, speaks about the difference between shaman and priest in the following 
way. The priest is a person who acquires his position by inheritance or succession. 
On the base of an institutionalized fundament he follows a complex procedure in 
an effort to keep up his contact (circuit) with the sacred. In contrast to this, the 
shaman is a being that discloses his self by a personal revelation. He attempts to 
keep up a direct circuit with divinities or spirits, at times in opposition to traditional 
structures of authority. The priest, in order to uphold his rank in a traditional 
ranking system of religious professionals, often exhibits a conservative character. 
The shaman, however, who supports himself only by personal power, can be a 
champion of reform and a promoter of new meanings.22

If we acknowledge that individuality and innovativeness are a shaman’s socially 
determined characteristics,23 then there is probably no room for an objection to this 
last point. Sasaki, citing Nelson’s opinion, adds the following remarks:

Nelson has greatly expanded the formerly- held concept of shaman. According 
to him, “mystic,” “prophet,” “spirit medium,” “healer,” and “magician” all fall into 
the category of shaman. The gist of Nelson’s definition of the shaman includes 
two points: 1) the shaman derives his faculties from divinities or spirits; 2) he 
can directly contact with divinities or spirits. These two points are common to 
nearly all definitions of a shaman, in the past and at present…. The significance 
of having extended the frame of meaning of what a shaman is, is indeed great. His 
concept of shaman is liberated from the thick wall that restricts the shaman as a 
“special religious professional” to Siberia or primitive societies. It has become a 
comprehensive concept that can be widely applied to special religious figures in the 
Judeo-Christian religions and in Islam, and to the mystics and prophets of Asian 
religions, as well as to the healers and magicians of so-called primitive religions.24

22. Sasaki 1972: 45-47 and 1983: 92-94.
23. Furuno Kiyoto refers already to this point. Furuno 1974: 306-307.
24. Sasaki Kōkan 1983: 71-72. The study he refers to is Nelson 1969.
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However, if the concept of shaman is expanded to such an extent, it comes to 
include all religious professionals and so probably loses its validity as an analytical 
concept. For my part, as I have stated in the foregoing section, I think that it is 
appropriate to use this term only for professionals who perform religious functions 
accompanied by trance and a change of personality. In this point of view, magicians 
and medicine men, who usually do not act in a trance, are removed from the 
category of shaman; similarly, kitsunetsuki 狐つき[possession by a fox spirit], for 
example, is excluded because it does not fulfill a positive religious function. On the 
other hand, the mystics of Christianity or Islam, and the prophets of ancient Israel, 
can be included in the category of shaman.

Then there is the question of what kind of function a shamanic professional 
fulfills in society. This topic has been addressed only very recently in Japanese 
research on shamanism. In this regard it is probably useful to consider the “sociology 
of possession and trance” discussed in Ioan Lewis’s Ecstatic Religion. Lewis begins his 
study by formulating the problems in the following manner:

In the field of comparative religion the question is “how the production of religious 
ecstasy might relate to the social circumstances of those who produce it; how 
enthusiasm might wax and wane in different social conditions; or what functions 
might flow from it in contrasting types of societies.”25 

From this point of view he undertakes a cross-cultural comparison that brings 
him to isolate two kinds of possession cults. In one kind, many members are 
underprivileged people and their faith groups are given only a low rating; these he 
calls “peripheral cults.” Leaders in the other kind are privileged persons, and theirs 
is a “central cult” with a central function in society. The former cult is a place where 
the socially underprivileged demonstrate their beliefs and desires. It can function 
as a safety valve to relieve social dissatisfaction. The latter cult, on the other hand, 
stresses the society’s central values and, by emphasizing virtue, it contributes 
to the society’s stability and maintenance.26 Lewis states further that these two 
kinds of cults are not mutually contradictory. Rather, he maintains, they are a 
“continuum” of equal parts shifting with changes according to existing social 
conditions.27

25. Lewis 2003: 18.
26. According to Lewis, “peripheral cults” can be found almost everywhere in the world, 

while “central cults” are limited to societies “usually composed of small, f luid, social 
units exposed to particularly exacting physical conditions, or conquered communities 
lying under the yoke of alien oppression” (Lewis 2003:30).

27. Lewis 2003: 129.
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28. See note 11. Furuno often refers to this point throughout his book (Furuno 1974). 
29. Sasaki Kōkan 1983: 147. For example, in the Hausa society of West Africa, 3,013 

possession spirits are said to exist! Furthermore, the great majority of these spirits 
come from outside and are foreign (Takezawa 1989: 55).

30. “[T]here is certainly much to suggest that where these peripheral cults are not (as with 
bori) the residues, however transformed, of old displaced religions, they have often 
arisen comparatively recently. In Africa, at any rate, it frequently seems that cults of 
this kind are in part a side-product of the wider contacts and interactions of tribes 
which the colonial situation encouraged” (Lewis 2003: 87).

31. Takezawa 1989: 55-56.

Furthermore, in connection with the role a shaman fulfills in society, Lewis 
makes it clear that this can take many forms, varying from invocations for fertility, 
for the group’s safety, for arousing group solidarity, to such things as prophecy, 
divination, healing, and resistance against witchcraft. The same observation has 
been made by Furuno Kiyoto.28 Concerning the spirits to be found in shamanism 
Furuno says that their number is so great as to be countless and points out that a 
considerable number of them are alien. This aspect has also been pointed out by 
Sasaki Kōkan and by myself.29

How, then, is Lewis’s interpretation to be appraised? The greatest merit of 
Lewis’s research is that it has clearly shown that shamanic forms of religion are not 
archaic and universal forms of mankind’s religions, as Eliade has said, but rather 
socially binding religious phenomena that flourish in certain social circumstances in 
order to fulfill certain social functions.30 I accept the validity of his interpretation, in 
light of every single example he introduces. In fact, elsewhere I myself have been led 
to the same conclusion.31 Unfortunately, Lewis is very often led to the old-fashioned 
and simplistic functionalist interpretations of shamanism that I cannot agree with.

If one is not to take refuge, like him, in an easy functionalist interpretation, but 
wishes to uphold his problematics, what would have to be done? I want to stress that 
in shamanistic forms of religion openness towards the outside and elasticity towards 
the inside can clearly be noticed. This means that such a religion is always ready to 
take in outside spirits, and, as a result of this, that the number of spirits embraced 
by a given possession cult is almost countless. Furthermore, the social and religious 
functions a shaman performs can be multiple and variable, unlike those of a priest, 
whose role is in general fixed within an established religious system. Because the 
shaman’s calling appeals to the individual’s ability, his profession is not related to 
descent or origin, so that it is available to a great number of people.

To sum up what has been said above: it can be asserted that a shamanistic 
form of belief is open in terms of the number and types of spirits it can contact, it 
is open in terms of the contacts that relate spirits and human beings, and it is open 
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in terms of the functions the professional performs (Diagram 2). When we look at 
this characteristic as a whole, we can say that it is always open towards the outside 
and for that reason such a form of belief is an open system. To be open towards the 
outside means that it always has the ability to accept elements from the outside. 
This also means that, while absorbing elements of the outside, it acquires plasticity 
and changeability towards self-reform as a religious system. As Lewis has made 
clear, possession cults arise most often in a social or cultural crisis and provide the 
elasticity needed to respond effectively to such circumstances. Truly, as phenomena 
of change these cults appear to be the very essence of shamanism.32 

32. Elsewhere I undertook to look at the religious system of shamanism from the 
perspective of the history of religion. (Takezawa 1992).

Deity, Spirit

Founder

Believers

Possessed
person

Spirit

General audience

Diagram 2: Possession religion as an open system (right). 
                     New Religion as a closed system (left).

5. Shamanism and the birth of new religions

From the point of view of an essay on shamanism as we have considered it above, 
we may ask how we have to tackle the establishment of new religions in Japan that 
center on divine possession (kami gakari) as experienced by their founders. Hitherto 
it has repeatedly been pointed out that many new religions that arose in the period 
from the end of the Tokugawa Shogunate to the Meiji Period are heavily tinted with 
shamanic elements. There have been scholars, among them Yanagawa Keiichi, who 
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cautioned against using the label “shamanism,” but the majority used it.33

The ground for this opinion was the assumption that shamanism was the 
so-called ancient stratum of Japanese religion, and this was linked with the 
interpretation that this stratum came to new life at the time of the social changes 
occurring at the end of the Tokugawa Shogunate and in the Meiji Period. Hori 
Ichirō can serve as an example of this opinion:

The original form of Japanese shamanism has been fostered in the violent torrent 
of a long history rich in changes. Especially during the great social changes and 
the anxieties of the early modern period (kinsei 近世), it shaped the personality 
of each founder of a new religion as a kind of messiah or as possessing a magical 
charisma. At the same time, ancient beliefs about deities in human shape, mediated 
by weakened beliefs in spiteful spirits and deities that cause epidemics, played an 
important role in the formation of Japanese deity worship.34

However, as we have seen in the previous section, the religious phenomenon 
called shamanism is not at all ancient or primeval. If it should be interpreted rather 
as a religious phenomenon of transition that often surfaces in times of upheaval, 
then it is nothing but a tautology to assert that many new religious groups are 
shamanistic. For that reason I am proposing a new point of view.

One of the best studies dealing with the rise of new religions and discussing 
it from the point of view of the founders is Shimazono Susumu’s article “On the 
Thought about Living Deities,” published in 1978. In the article Shimazono 
begins by rejecting earlier interpretations, labeling them as “precipitate theories” 
[toppatsu riron 突発理論]. According to Shimazono, most of these interpretations 
either stressed the abnormal character of the new religions that arose in times of 
social chaos or they overemphasized the creativity and originality of their founders. 
Instead of doing this, he says, we should take the rise of new religions as a “process 
of internal sublimation” of Japan’s folk religious settings. Now, these folk religious 
settings that Shimazono thinks of as being the source of the new religions already 
included a tradition of divine possession [kami gakari 神がかり].

According to this belief, whenever suffering occurs, divine possession has to 
take place repeatedly over and over again. This is so because supernatural beings 
are thought to be far removed from humans and to show an unpredictable and 
uncontrollable will towards them, and because it is further believed that their 

33. Yanagawa 1984: 80.
34. Hori 1971: 210. Furthermore, Oguchi Iichi says: “Whether it is called ‘newly arisen 

religion’ or ‘new religion,’ the meaning is that these are newly formed religious groups; 
they did not undergo changes in the sense of religious reform. One has to say that in 
their content they are rather often rearranged primitive forms,” (Oguchi 1953: 102).
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intentions need to be clarified in each and every intervention. It is exactly this belief 
in repeated divine possession that lies at the bottom of folk religious settings. For 
that reason [such a belief] has been the basis for the appearance of new religions.35

While Shimazono accepts this kind of a sudden and non-willed divine 
possession, he recognizes its transformation by identifying three features, namely 
the emergence of a concept of a willful and ethical “parent deity,” the routinization 
of the service or “act of help” (for example, “service” [tsutome つとめ] activities in 
Tenri-kyo) that converts a non-ordinary divine possession into something ordinary, 
and the “idea of a living deity” (ikigami shisō 生神思想) as the only mediator chosen 
by a deity. In this way he takes new religions to have sprung up as salvific religions 
from the qualitatively different folk religious settings.36 What made it possible 
for this to become reality, he says, was the communal effort shared by the founder 
and the people to create a new religious system that covers the totality of human 
experiences.37

We can say that this interpretation by Shimazono, in particular his having 
isolated the three moments in the formation of a new religion, is of utmost 
significance. Still, this interpretation does not sufficiently explain the reason why 
the founder of a new religion was able to overcome the traditional old system of 
divine possession. Why could Nakayama Miki (founder of Tenri-kyo) not remain 
within the religious system of the Tōzan faction of Shugendō, where she had her 
first experience of divine possession? Why was Deguchi Nao (founder of Omoto-
kyo) dissatisfied about her being placed in a subordinate system of Konkyo-kyo and 
having to continuously assert that “the deity of ushitora 艮 (northeast) dislikes small 
things!”? Furthermore, although through the efforts of Ueda Kisaburō her deity “was 
put out into the world,” why was this so unsatisfactory to her that she had to repeat 
such behavior as “training out” (shusshū 出修) ? No doubt, there is continuity between 
a founder and the people, i.e., the believers, but in the same way as a painter needs the 
people and the art dealers who evaluate his work and yet is not reduced to them, a 
founder’s individuality in thought and behavior cannot be reduced to the people.

We have seen earlier that the possession experience brings about a serious 
change and split (schizophrenia) of personality. In religious terms this is interpreted 
to mean that beings of another dimension (deities and spirits) descended on the 
human being, but from an existentialist point of view it would probably be said that 
a self of a quality different from that of his ordinary self, ‹something unknown›, an 
absolute ‹other›, has come over his body. And because this ‹something unknown› 
is accompanied by a stoppage of communication with the customary self, either a 

35. Shimazono 1978: 41-42.
36. Shimazono 1978: 42-46.
37. Shimazono 1982: 62.
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third being is needed as mediator (a saniwa or client) between the two that otherwise 
cannot coexist, or it is necessary to accommodate them in a possession cult.

When we accept this point of view, there would be a double leap in the 
experiences of Nakayama Miki and Deguchi Nao. Both women, who had not 
undergone any qualified religious training, suddenly experienced divine possession, 
namely an encounter with an absolute ‹other›, in their bodies. And they both refused 
to let their experience be explained as a commonplace religious experience within the 
traditional and institutional framework set up as a system for that purpose.

Why did the two take this kind of leap upon themselves? Till now, the answer to 
this question has been sought in the social circumstances they lived in38 or in their 
existential dimension.39 But this is not the question I am interested in now. Rather, 
what interests me is how these women, after making the leap, bridged the gap between 
the leap and ordinary reality. It is the question of how the “founder’s return” was 
realized, if we are to use the carefully chosen wording proposed by Seki Kazutoshi.40

This return includes, as Shimazono has already elucidated, three aspects.
1) The future founder is requested to attribute a name and a character to the 

spirit or deity encountered during divine possession as a total ‹other›. As mentioned 
earlier, in a true trance, communication between the customary self and the deity 
that descended into the body or the new self was impossible. In the case of these 
founders’ divine inspiration, the deity or ‹other› is the ‹unknown›, the absolutely 
‹different in kind› solely by its surpassing the accepted framework of customary 
religion. However, humans cannot forge a stable relationship with the ‹unknown›. If 
so, giving it a name and attributing a character to it should be the first thing a future 
founder has to do. And in this process a deity concept different from the customary 
concept as well as a new conception of the relation between deity and human being 
as a salvific relationship is to be established.

Certainly, if the so-called ‹other› is a completely unknown being the founder’s 
and his/her supporters’ religious knowledge would not suffice to give it a name and 
attribute to it a character, and it should be necessary to use a new and constructive 
rereading for this knowledge. Seki Kazutoshi shows that, by the use of the term 
fushin 普請 [building], a whole line of construction rhetoric had been created 
that decisively contributed to the establishment of Tenri-kyo's doctrine.41 The 
same can probably also be said about such Omoto expressions as sanzen sekai no 
tatekae tatenaoshi 三千世界の立替へ立直し [reconstructing and rebuilding the three 
thousand worlds] and suishō no yo 水晶の世 [the crystal era]. The use of a rhetoric 

38. The best analysis of this is by Murakami Shigeyoshi (Murakami 1958).
39. See Kasahara 1966 and Kozawa 1988.
40. Seki 1984.
41. Seki 1984.
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that transposes something unknown into something known or the study of its effect 
has up to now found almost no place in research on new religions. It is a topic that 
needs to be tackled in the future.

2) In this relationship with the ‹other› the founders should redefine their own 
identification. If it were assumed that the ‹other› and their ordinary self cannot 
coexist in a true trance, then the question arises how a stable relationship can 
be established between the two. It can be imagined that for a future founder on 
whom an unknown deity has descended, it is of the greatest interest to know the 
reason why such a deity has descended on a person like him or her, a person lacking 
estimable religious knowledge or rank. The means they employ in order to answer 
this question is to completely deny their customary self as a socially construed 
self. Nakayama Miki, who came from a middle-class farming family, clamored for 
the rescue of the bottom level, and to this purpose she positively practiced ochikiri 
[complete downfall]. This behavior probably was how she tried to fill the gap 
between the time of divine possession and ordinary time by completely negating 
her self ’s [social] standing at ordinary times. In order to achieve this completely 
she needed a period of twenty years before establishing Tenri-kyo. In the case of 
Deguchi Nao, on the other hand, who was not entrusted with any social position 
or role, it was necessary for her to home in on her suffering as proof for her divine 
election, which is to say that she had to develop a theology of suffering in order to 
have her self come close to the deity.

In this manner, the two, confronted with the impossibility of a coexistence of 
the ‹other› and their social self, had after a long period of conflict with the ‹other›, 
been forced to obliterate the latter and so to let themselves become assimilated with 
the ‹other›. Furthermore, in the course of this process of assimilation, the two left 
behind a self buried among ordinary human beings and realized a new self that 
can face any ‹other›. Such kind of creating a new self is completely different from 
what is often called the tradition of “living deity” (ikigami).42 By the establishment 
of such a relation with an ‹other›, a possession religion that is an open system is 
restructured into a new religious association that is a closed system with its founder 
at its pinnacle.

42. For example, Kozawa Hiroshi uses the concept “ikigami” in order to understand the 
divine possession of the founder of a religion. For this he follows Miyata Noboru 
(1970) and so he sets the concept within Japanese religious tradition (Kozawa 1988). 
But in doing this he probably commits a mistake. Although Miyata adduces numerous 
examples in the modern period where human beings are venerated as deities, he 
includes only a few examples where a human is venerated as a deity during his lifetime. 
Yet, even in these few examples there is not a single one in which someone had behaved 
as a deity or as the representative of a deity. It is, therefore, evident that this notion of 
ikigami differs too much from the case of the founder of a new religion.
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3) The founders should define formulized religious behavior in order to let 
believers relive the spiritual experience they themselves had acquired. That many 
religions are based on a fundament of experiences that are irrational or impossible 
to be expressed in words has repeatedly been discussed.43 The same can also be 
said about the two women founders we have been discussing. As the fruit of divine 
possession and their original religious training, the two women seem to have 
gained a spiritual experience that is qualitatively different from that of conventional 
religion. However, because this experience cannot be expressed in words, it was 
impossible to transmit it by language. In that situation, the two women made it 
possible for others to relive the experience of the extraordinary spiritual state they 
themselves had experienced by promoting such somatic behavior as teodori 手をどり 
(dance performed by movements of the hands) and tsutome つとめ (service) in Tenri-
kyo, or shusshū and the “method of pacifying and returning the deity” in Omoto-
kyo. In particular it is of deep interest that it is surmised that Nakayama Miki had 
determined the form of teodori and tsutome at the time that the rage of suppression 
by the state police was at its height.44 In order to withstand suppression from the 
outside a successful elaboration of doctrine is important. Yet it can be assumed that, 
even more than this, to definitely determine the route all believers can easily follow 
in order to relive the experience leading to the spiritual state characteristic of the 
religious group has been effective. At this moment research dealing with religious 
behavior as an important opportunity for the establishment of a religious group as a 
new religion is still rare, but it can be assumed that it will become important in the 
future to consider behavior from this point of view.

I believe that an understanding of shamanism as a form of religious system is 
very helpful towards shedding new light on the emergence of new religions. This 
essay is but a sketch of the work that needs to be done in the future. I hope that such 
studies will be made under the guidelines presented here, and that, in the process, 
our understanding of the religious phenomena involved will be deepened.
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